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Abstract— To deliver the content of a TV network, ensuring
efficient spectrum usage, filling not covered and shadow areas, and
with energy savings are the advantages of Single Frequency 
Networks. Thus, in this study we sought to measure information,
frequency, and time synchronism to evaluate the status of SFN 
implementation in Brazilian broadcasting. We took as base of 
analysis the Digital TV stations of the Campinas/SP area. Through 
this paper, we demonstrate that one of the great advantages of 
ISDB-Tb, the formation of a single frequency network, still cannot 
be implemented in Brazil.

Index Terms— Coverage, Digital Broadcast, Quality, SFN.

I. INTRODUCTION

FNS are the solution for efficient spectrum usage;
improvement of coverage in digital systems; and 

transmitters energy savings [1]. Efficient use of spectrum is 
achieved by replacing MFNs – Multiple Frequencies Networks,
when an entity requires multiple channels to distribute its 
content to a particular region, by only one channel, allowing the 
other channels to be used by other entities. As with MFNs, but 
with efficient spectrum usage, overlapping service areas, as
well as the use of gap-fillers for filling shadow areas allow the 
broadcaster to have greater control of where its signals are 
present, resulting in an improvement in the coverage of the 
entities. And the use of several stations and gap-fillers ends with 
the paradigm of high power [2], mainly derived from the analog 
legacy, where only one transmitting station covered the whole 
service area compared to several stations with lower 
transmission power generates an energy saving for the same 
coverage in SFN.

Brazil is currently at the beginning of the switch-off of the 
analog TV signal [3], in some cities only the signal with digital 
modulation is present. In this scenario, the next step in 
improving the broadcasting services quality is to guarantee 
coverage, which should be based on the efficient use of 
spectrum, the maximization of coverage, and energy efficiency,
therefore the use of SFNs is fundamental for this next step.
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In this paper, we show the results of an evaluation, in the 
region of Campinas/SP, where we verified if the conditions for 
the implementation of SFNs are being respected. This 
evaluation considers technical, commercial, and regulatory 
aspects, and we show, in general, it is not yet possible to fully 
implement SFNs.

II. SFN SOLUTION IN ISDB-TB

A. Technical
A SFN is formed when two or more stations transmit the same 

content in a region of interest, at the same frequency. SFNs can 
be formed between transmitters (TX-TX), and between 
transmitters and gap-fillers (TX-GF) [4]. In the first case, the
objective is to expand a coverage area, whereas in the second it 
is to eliminate shadow areas inside a transmitter coverage. Both 
solutions can be used by a broadcaster. Figure 1 illustrates these 
two possibilities.

Fig. 1.  TX-TX and TX-GF SFN.

We can also classify a SFN in Distributed, where the BTS –
Broadcast Transport Stream signal is received by all stations 
and is transmitted simultaneously, or with minor adjustments to 
fit the reception within the guard interval. It is necessary to 
synchronize the transmission in 1 pps in these networks [1],
which is obtained from the GPS synchronism (10 MHz); and in 
Repeated, in which a transmitter or gap-filler receives the signal 
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via air from another transmitter and retransmits it. The 
retransmitted signal already contains the delay corresponding to 
the path of the first transmitter to the second one where signal 
is retransmitting [2].

As they operate on the same frequency, potentially there are 
regions where the signals from several transmitters do not 
respect the 19 dB co-channel protection ratio determined by 
Resolution [5]. However, the BST-COFDM modulation, used 
in ISDB-Tb [6], allows the formation of single frequency 
networks, because the guard interval that guarantees immunity 
to intersymbol interference of reflections and multipath, can
also be used to generate constructive combinations with the 
signals of several transmitters. In this case, the concern is no 
longer the difference of field strength between the signals of 
several transmitters, but rather the delay with which these 
signals are delivery to the receiver.

For SFN to work, there must be synchronism in frequency,
that is, the same channel should be used; the temporal, the 
various transmissions must be received by the receiver within 
the guard interval; and of information, where each received
QPSK, 16QAM, or 64QAM symbol must be identical [1] [3].

However, the use of SFN also entails some disadvantages [7]:
The TS – Transport Stream must be equal in all transmitters of 
the network, forbidding the generation of local content; if any 
transmitter violates the rules of the network, it will act as a 
jammer, creating interference; and, finally, the need for 
synchronism, in time, frequency, and information.

B. Laws and Regulation
The channeling developed for Digital TV over the last years

[8] has planned the adoption of the reuse frequency, i.e. the
television networks occupy a same channel in certain regions of
the country. This was the first attempt to adapt the regulation to
the technological novelty allowed by SFN. This initiative was
called Bus Channel.

With the needs for the new digital channel and simulcast, a
re-channeling was carried out (both with the change of the 
analog channels and the inclusion of the digital, with possibility 
of using digital channels adjacent co-located) that the single 
channel was used for the digital content of a TV network (even) 
and the adjacent channel for the analog (odd) [8]. However, at 
this stage there was still the thought of a single station covering 
the entire service area of the entity. Reinforcers would be used 
only to cover shadow areas.

Updates of the legislation on Digital TV in Brazil,
particularly the Portaria nº 932/2014 of MCTIC – Ministério da 
Ciência, Tecnologia, Inovações e Comunicações, foresee the 
implementation of SFNs [9]. This document allows the 
installation of stations within the service area of the main 
station, the gap-fillers, and additionally, allows retransmitter 
stations to be created outside the service area, but in the same 
channel, if this channel is unfeasible to be used by another entity
[5] [9]. In Figure 2 we present a situation where it is not possible
to include a station of the same frequency, but with a different
content, because the Interferential Contour (red line) makes it
impossible to include this station. In this case the entity that
already holds the authorization of the three stations may request

an additional station, to cover the area between existing 
stations.

Fig. 2.  “Unfeasible” Station inclusion inside a SFN.

In practice, the legislation authorizes the entity executing the 
television service to "fill" the empty spaces, whether they are 
shadow areas within the service area or uncovered areas 
between the service areas of the main stations of the same 
frequency and the same content, allowing the entity, through 
SFN, improve the coverage of its content by using several 
stations.

III. SFN EVALUATION

According to the conditions established for SFN, the 
transmission modes of each station composing a network must 
be identical, as well as the content, ensuring that the same 
symbol will be received by the receiver, within the guard 
interval. Thus, in this study we sought to measure the 
transmission modes and transmitted content (information 
synchronism), of each channel (frequency synchronism),
verifying whether these conditions were met, allowing the 
execution of SFN. We also measured the delays of the various 
signals that were received, in some cases it is possible to 
determine if this signal is reflection / multipath or from another 
station of network, allowing to check if these signals are within 
the guard interval (time synchronism).

To evaluate the viability of SFN implementation in Brazilian 
broadcasting, we took as base of analysis the Digital TV 
stations of the city of Campinas/SP. According to Basic Plan of
Anatel – Agência Nacional de Telecomunicações, there are 15 
stations in Campinas/SP, of which 5 are generators (TVD) and 
10 are re-transmitters (RTVD), with 12 currently in operation.

Evaluation points were chosen within the city of
Campinas/SP and close to the theoretical average coverage 
limit of the stations of Campinas/SP, observing if the reception 
occurred through the station of Campinas/SP or another station 
in the same frequency of another city. As the channeling for 
Digital TV was developed on the concept of the Bus Channel,
there are in the municipalities around Campinas/SP several 
stations forming a network of affiliations using the same 
channel. One of the objectives of this evaluation is to verify how 
these channels at the same frequency are being used for the 
distribution of the audiovisual content of a TV network.

We used the DIVICATCH ISDB-T/Tb device to measure the 
transmission modes, check the transmitted content and, the 
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delays between the various received signals. This equipment
allows you to measure RF signal parameters (Level, MER, 
SNR, BER), indicates the transmission modes (TMCC, Layers 
A/B/C), and the constellation, besides allowing the decoding 
and recording of the transmitted content of the channel under
analysis. The DIVICATCH ISDB-T/Tb was connected to the 
Schaffner UPA6192 antenna and measurements were taken at 
2 meters from ground.

The coverage and interference simulations presented in this 
paper were performed in the ANATEL-MOSAICO System,
which uses the approved installation data of each station and the 
Basic Plan of Anatel.

IV. RESULTS

The geographical points where we perform the evaluation of 
the channels are shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3.  Evaluation Points.

We chose six evaluation points, searching for a variability of 
possible alternative stations for reception. The points are in the 
cities and in the geographical coordinates:

Campinas/SP: 22ºS 56’ 44.69” / 47ºW 03’ 00.87”,
Mogi-Mirim/SP: 22ºS 25’ 38.80” / 46ºW 58’ 31.70”,
Limeira/SP: 22ºS 33’ 04.20” / 47ºW 22’ 55.30”,
Piracicaba/SP: 22ºS 42’ 56.10” / 47ºW 38’ 19.70”,
Capivari/SP: 22ºS 59’ 00.90” / 47ºW 30’ 31.00” and
Itu/SP: 23ºS 15’ 23.60” / 47ºW 18’ 51.80”.

At each measurement point, we point the directional antenna 
to the nearest transmission site as an attempt to receive the 
signal from the nearest station with greater intensity.

In TABLE I we present the transmission modes obtained in 
each point for each channel.

TABLE I
TRANSMISSION MODES AND CONTENT

We note that the TMCC information (Transmission and 
Multiplexing Configuration Control signal loads all the 
information of the transmission modes, and must be sent by a 
specific carrier to assist in the identification of the operating 
modes by receiver.) was decoded in just under half of the 
possibilities. The non-decoding of the TMCC can be explained 
by the inexistence of the transmitting station in the channel near 
the measurement point and by the low signal strength of more
distant stations.

In TABLE I, the gray ones mark the receptions taken as 
reference for each channel, almost all are stations installed and 
transmitting from Campinas/SP. In the case of channel XI we 
verified that this one is installed in the city of Limeira/SP and 
the station of this channel in Campinas/SP is not yet in 
operation, so, the reception in Campinas/SP was of the signal 
coming from Limeira/SP. For channel XIV, reception was only 
possible in Mogi-Mirim/SP. It was not possible to decode 
channel XV at any of the measured points.

In yellow are indicated the receptions that despite being 
obtained in a municipality different from the reference, were 
obtained from the reference station signals. In green are the 
station receptions different from the reference station and with 
transmission modes and content identical of the reference 
station. The formation of SFN among the receptions highlighted 
in gray, yellow, and green is possible.

The receptions highlighted in orange are from another 
station, with the same content, but with different transmission 
modes. And in red are highlighted the receptions in which there 
are differences in the content. In these cases, SFN formation is 
not possible.

We show the measurements of the echoes in TABLE II. We
present the worst-case scenario, that is, the echo with the lowest 
attenuation (in dB) in relation to the main signal (with the 
highest intensity) and the delay (in μs).
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TABLE II
ATTENUATION AND DELAY OF ECHOES

The situation where the echo respects both the protection 
ratio and the guard interval is highlighted in green; yellow 
highlights when the protection ratio is not respected, but the 
guard interval is. In these situations, it is possible the formation 
of SFN. In red we highlight the situation where neither the 
protection ratio nor the guard interval are respected, causing the 
intersymbol interference and not allowing the formation of 
SFN.

V. DISCUSSIONS

Observing the results of TABLE I, we verified that channels 
VIII, IX, X, XI, XIII, and XIV had only one station in operation 
and together with channel XV, which has no station in 
operation, so it is not possible to evaluate the formation of SFN 
for these 7 channels.

Channels I, II, III, and VII have more than one station in 
operation and both the transmission configuration and the 
content are identical, guaranteeing the synchronism of 
information, i.e. the same symbol arrives at the receiver. In
TABLE II we observe that these channels also have the 
temporal synchronism, therefore the SFN can be implemented 
without any problem.

Since we did not measure the information on programmed 
transmission delays on the transmitters, which defines, in the 
interests of the broadcaster, the areas where there will be 
reception of signals with echoes outside the guard interval, it is 
not possible to simulate the real situation of the coverage of 
channels I, II, III, and VII. This is a technical freedom offered 
by SFN and has not yet been regulated by Brazilian legislation.

In relation to channels IV, V, VI, and XII, we observe that 
there is no synchronism of information, because or the setting 
of transmission modes (IV and V channels) or the content 
(channels VI and XII) is different between stations of the same 
frequency, impeding the implementation of SFN.

In the case of channels IV and V, with configuration of the 
different transmission modes between the stations, this is a 
merely technical problem, where simple standardization 
quickly solves the problem. However, this difference causes the 
station of Campinas/SP, in the case of channel IV, to operate as 
a jammer, causing mutual interference with other network 
stations. In Figure 4, we present the simulation of this 
interference, showing its extension, which has a very large area 
when compared to the simulation of the coverage desired 
through the SFN, shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 4.  “Jammer” station of channel IV in Campinas/SP.

As the Campinas/SP station is configured with transmission 
modes different from the others, the received symbols are 
different, in this way signals that do not respect the protection 
ratio of 19 dB become interfering. And the entire area 
highlighted in Figure 4 no longer has the reception of channel 
IV, implying in the loss of network quality.

Fig. 5.  SFN Coverage of channel IV.

We present in Figure 5 the simulation of the coverage of the 
stations of channel IV, if the SFN was configured correctly. In 
red, signals with field strength above 51 dBμV/m are presented.

In the case of channels VI and XII, the transmission of 
different contents also causes a region with interferences, as 
demonstrated previously, but the cause of this problem ceases 
to be technical and passes to the commercial / business sphere.

When the digital channeling and the use of the Bus Channel
were planned, the current entity of channel V station of 
Campinas/SP has been assigned to occupy the channel VI. After 
the channeling, there was a contractual change between 
networks and the Campinas/SP station started to have a 
different content.

As the stations of the V and VI channels in Campinas/SP
have different technical characteristics it is not possible, from 
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the regulatory point of view, to change the technical 
characteristics of the whole network to maintain the possibility 
of SFN. In this case, the execution of the SFN is really 
compromised, since the content of this entity began to be 
distributed by an MFN.

Additionally, we measured the echoes for each channel at 
points between stations. Figure 6 shows a situation in which 
there is an echo with attenuation of -0.6 dB relative to the main 
signal, a case where the protection ratio is not being respected,
but the delay is 17.06 μs, respecting the guard interval. The
content was decoded in this situation.

Fig. 6.  Echoes inside Guard Interval.

We took the opportunity to illustrate, through Figure 7, the 
situation where there is no content decoding: when the echoes 
reach the highlighted region in pink of the graph, neither the 
protection ratio nor the guard interval were respected.

Fig. 7.  Echoes in SFN with ISI.

In Figure 7 we pointed to an echo that is attenuated at only 
11.3 dB, thus interfering, and delayed at 258.56 μs, i.e., outside 
the guard interval (dashed lines). In this case intersymbol 
interference occurs.

In some cases, it was possible to observe the echoes coming 
from other stations within the guard interval. Figure 8 shows 
the situation described.

Fig. 8.  Echoes in SFN from different stations.

In Figure 8, obtained in Limeira/SP, we observed almost at 
the limit of the guard interval the signal coming from the station 
of Campinas/SP. In this case, the directional antenna used in the 
evaluation was pointed to the Campinas/SP station, so the blue 
signal, which is the main signal of the station of Limeira/SP,
despite having a higher intensity, was still attenuated by the 
antenna front-back ratio, which is 15 dB. The content was
decoded at this reception. It is noteworthy that as the 
measurement presented in Figure 8 was collected at a position 
close to the Limeira/SP station, the signal strength of the 
Campinas/SP station is below the limit of the protection ratio,
which would not cause interference in any way despite being 
within the guard interval.

VI. CONCLUSION
For a single frequency network to work, it is essential that 

the same channel being used, that the settings being identical 
and that the same content being transmitted, all within the guard 
interval. In the tests performed we observed that several of these 
conditions were not respected by the stations of the 
Campinas/SP region.

Through this paper, we demonstrate that one of the great 
advantages of ISDB-Tb, the formation of a single frequency 
network, still cannot be implemented in Brazil.

We conclude that for the implementation of SFNs the 
following points should still be improved:

- Technical training of the teams to configure the network;
- Stable commercial contracts between the generators of the

network;
- Regulatory changes that do not tie the technical

characteristics of the network stations.
In this sense, despite recent improvements, the regulation of 

Digital TV in Brazil still needs improvements. We have pointed 
to Portaria nº 932/2014 as a beneficial approximation of 
technical needs with legislation, but the concept of main station 
is still very much present in the legislation. It is necessary to
change the current standards so the main station, whose 
technical characteristics are authorized and inspected by the 
granting authority (Anatel and MCTIC), can be subdivided and 
distributed in several stations, being that the regulator would 
worry about the limits of the area of service rendering and with 
the possible interferences generated by the stations.
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